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Welcome aboard!
With such an incredible diversity of
attractions, climates, cities, wilderness
and fun, it’s no wonder the USA is a hugely
popular destination for Australian travellers.
In fact, around one-million of us head to the
land of stars and stripes every year!
In this edition of the Travel Megastore
Magazine, we showcase a wide range of
holiday options to enjoy from the endless
sunshine of beautiful Hawaii to the awe-

inspiring glaciers of Alaska - and everything in
between.
And back home, we take a look at our very
own iconic holiday experience explaining
what each cabin class is like on the legendary
Ghan and Indian Pacific trains.
There’s also plenty of family vacation options
to enjoy including school holiday ideas and
even where to spend a white Christmas.

www.travelmegastore.com.au
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HOT

CRUISE DEALS

1 Hawaii FREE

2 Experience more

with Azamara

Holland America

Set sail around the incredible
Hawaiian islands over seven aweinspiring days as you island hop
Hawaii from Oahu to Maui, Hilo,
Kona and Kauai.

Sail with Azamara Club Cruises and
take advantage of the ‘Experience
More Enjoyment Sale!’ Receive up to
US$700 shore excursion credit, free
Wi-Fi, beverage package & spa credit.

Sail on board Holland America Line’s
Maasdam and save on select sailings
throughout Australia, New Zealand,
Asia, South Pacific, Transpacific and
round-the-world voyages.

INCLUDES:
• Round trip cruise from Honolulu

INCLUDES:
• Book an Interior or Oceanview

INCLUDES:
• Select from multiple departures

at sea offer!

•
•

•
•

4

on board Norwegian’s Pride of
America cruise ship
Visit the islands of Oahu, Maui,
Hilo, Kona and Kauai
Choose from up to 4 FREE offers
including 1-night pre-cruise
hotel; specialty dining package;
free prepaid gratuities; or free
shore excursion credit
Book a suite and receive all 4!
Includes all taxes, charges, fees.

•

•

cabin and receive US$500 Shore
Excursion Credit + free Wi-Fi +
US$200 onboard spa credit
Book a Veranda or Suite cabin
and receive US$700 Shore
Excursion Credit + free Wi-Fi
+ Ultimate Beverage Package
for two + US$250 onboard spa
credit + two bags of laundry +
Chef’s Table for two!
Includes all taxes, charges, fees.

7-DAYS from $1,467pp*

7-DAYS from $2,792pp*

FIND OUT MORE

FIND OUT MORE

www.travelmegastore.com.au

3 Save with

•
•

•
•

in 2018 and 2019 to save!
Sail from 12 - 48 days on board
Holland America’s Maasdam
Choose from Australia, New
Zealand, Asia, South Pacific,
Transpacific and round-theworld itineraries
Includes all meals,
entertainment and more
Includes all taxes, fees and port
charges.

12-DAYS from $1,738pp*

FIND OUT MORE
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DEPARTURE

LOUNGE

Sun Princess’ glamour makeover
One of Australia’s favourite
ships is heading for a multimillion dollar makeover in
Singapore before being
deployed to Perth this
October for three special
round-trip itineraries.
New features will include the
popular SHARE restaurant by
Australia’s favourite surfing
chef, Curtis Stone.
Younger cruisers will love the
transformed Camp Discovery
created specifically for kids
and teens.
New entertainment will
debut in the Princess Theatre
including the spellbinding
musical, Encore. Guests can
also participate in the popular
The Voice of the Ocean, inspired
by the hit TV show, The Voice.
Each cabin will also feature a
new Princess Luxury Bed.

Where to spend a white Christmas
There is something magical about experiencing a white Christmas for the first time and with so
many options and destinations to choose from, daydreaming about where the snow is falling is
part of the fun. Turn to page 42 where we have listed five places to visit that will transport you
right into your favourite fairytale.
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Taking Asia’s Back Roads
•

•

•

Online 24/7 or call us

1300 859 861

Small group tour specialists Back-Roads Touring is now
offering eight exciting new tours through Asia including
Vietnam, Cambodia and Thailand commencing September
2018. Tours are limited to just 14-guests per trip for a truly
immersive experience highlighting the best of these fascinating
destinations.
Singapore Airlines has been named 2018 ‘World’s Best
Airline’ in Skytrax’s World Airline Awards, also taking the top
spot in the ‘World’s Best First Class’, ‘Best Airline in Asia’ and
‘Best First Class Airline Seat’ categories in the 2018 rankings.
This is the fourth time the carrier has taken top honours.
Topping Lonely Planet’s coveted 2018 Best in Asia list is
Busan, South Korea. A stunning confluence of scenery, culture
and cuisine, Busan packs an eclectic offering of activities and
worthy of its top spot.

DID YOU
KNOW?
The Alaska cruise season runs
May to October during the
Northern Hemisphere summer
when the spectacular natural
wonders of the USA’s largest
State are on full display.

Coming up...
You won’t want to miss the next
edition of Travel Megastore
Magazine in October as we focus on
cruising (see page 46).
We’ll also showcase new tours
coming online in 2019 and as usual,
feature plenty of exclusive deals.

www.travelmegastore.com.au
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ICONSonRAILS
A JOURNEY ON THE GHAN AND THE INDIAN PACIFIC
ARE MUST-DO AUSTRALIAN EXPERIENCES FOR
TRAVELLERS EVERYWHERE

T

here are very few global journeys
considered national icons but travelling
on The Ghan and the Indian Pacific
are indeed quintessential Australian
experiences.
From the moment you step aboard these legendary
trains, you can feel it – the spirit of adventure and a
sense of something very special about to unfold.
A journey of discovery aboard The Ghan and the Indian
Pacific across the full length and breadth of the world’s

largest island is a showcase of the rich tapestry of
everything Australia has to offer.
And they bring people together. One of the unexpected
bonuses you’ll discover on your journey is the incredible
camaraderie and excitement shared by fellow travellers.
All sectors include a range of exciting Off Train
Experiences to choose from (gorge cruises, live shows,
rock art tours etc) and now, there’s even more to look
forward to with amazing journey extensions available
that genuinely make these holidays of a lifetime (see
packages on page 11).
Whether your journey is from Adelaide to Darwin via
Alice Springs (or reverse) on The Ghan, or Sydney to
Perth via Adelaide (or reverse) on the Indian Pacific,
there are essentially three travel class options to choose
from.
The most popular choice of accommodation is the Gold
Twin Service cabins that have everything you need to
make you feel right at home for the amazing adventures
that lie ahead.
The cabins are a private oasis to retreat to and a very
comfortable overnight room to recline and let the
rhythm of the tracks sway you to sleep ahead of your
next adventure.

8

During the day, relax on the three-seater lounge that
converts to your upper and lower sleeping berth at
night. Enjoy fresh sheets, bath towels, pillows, doonas
www.travelmegastore.com.au
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One of the unexpected
bonuses you’ll discover
on your journey is the
incredible camaraderie.

and complimentary Australian made quality toiletries.
Gold Twin Service cabins have a compact en-suite with
hideaway toilet, wash basin and shower giving you all
the comfort, privacy and amenities you require.
One of the highlights of your journey will undoubtedly
be the quality of the all-inclusive food and wine you
enjoy in the Queen Adelaide Restaurant.
Highly-experienced on board culinary teams work
closely with local suppliers, farmers and providores
sourcing the finest ingredients to create innovative,
regionally-inspired menus accompanied by all-inclusive
fine wines and beverages offered on every route.
You’ll savour regional delicacies like Top End
Barramundi, locally produced beef and lamb, Margaret
River cheeses, Barossa Valley smallgoods and native
Australian fare including kangaroo, saltbush and wild
rosella flower.
As a Gold Service guest, you’ll be able to board with up
to 60 kilograms of luggage per person and for travellers
on The Ghan, complimentary Shuttle bus transfers are
available in Darwin to select hotels in the city centre.
For the discerning traveller, the Platinum Service adds
an enhanced level of sophistication to each journey.
Luxuriously appointed, spacious suites complemented
by discreet, personalised service and world class food

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT:
The Ghan stretches for one-kilometre; see
Nitmiluk Gorge and Standley Chasm; enjoy
even more in Platinum cabins.

CONTINUED P10
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and wine make this a very special travel experience.

CLOCKWISE FROM BELOW: Travel through the
red heart; extend your journey and visit Uluru; your
friendly hosts are also your guides.
All images courtesy Great Southern Rail

Platinum guests also enjoy premium extras like in-cabin
breakfasts, nightcaps, expansive window views from
both sides of the train, a full-size ensuite and exclusive
use of the Platinum Club carriage.
And with a generous baggage allowance of 90 kilograms
per person (3 x 30kg bags), you certainly don’t need to
worry about packing lightly.
The first thing you’ll notice about your Platinum cabin is
the abundance of space, almost twice the size of a Gold
Twin Cabin.
If you are departing Darwin on The Ghan, the premium
level service begins before you even board with
transfers included to Berrimah Terminal in stylish
leather-seated Coaster vehicles.
The third choice is for solo travellers. The Gold Single
Service is an affordable compact sleeper cabin option
that offers all the luxurious inclusions of the Gold Twin
Service with shared bathroom facilities at the end of the
carriage and you have your own complimentary, quality
Australian-made toiletries included.
Whichever journey you choose - the three-day, 2979
kilometre trip from Adelaide or the epic 65-hour
transcontinental crossing from Sydney - you will
experience a legendary adventure that sits on the
bucket list of passionate travellers the world over.

How the legend was born
The romance of The Ghan has its roots in the late
1830s when the first cameleers arrived in Australia.
With their ‘ships of the desert’, these ‘Afghan’
migrants - mostly from a region that became modern
Pakistan – were courageous and resilient souls who
ferried supplies across the remote interior.
By 1877, rail construction was underway and the
need for the cameleers was diminishing but they
would be immortalised when the first steam train
rolled out of Stuart (which later became Alice
Springs) in 1929. On that momentous journey to
Adelaide, the train was dubbed ‘The Afghan Express’
and then shortened to, ‘The Ghan’.

10
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HOT

RAIL DEALS

1 Reef to Reef

3 The Ultimate

2 Red Centre Rail

adventure tour!

Aussie Discovery

& Murray Cruise

This magnificent Australian holiday
package has you sleeping under the
stars on the Great Barrier Reef, with
a 4-day rail journey on board Indian
Pacific & 10-day WA car hire.

Enjoy The Ghan Expedition rail
journey through the heart of the
red centre between Darwin and
Adelaide before joining the Murray
Princess Outback Heritage Cruise.

Your fly/train/tour/stay itinerary
takes you on board the magnificent
Indian Pacific, with a stopover
in Adelaide, a Kangaroo Island
adventure and Perth experience.

INCLUDES:
• 4-nights Airlie Beach w/ sailing
• Great Barrier Reef Reefsleep
• Flight to Sydney w/ 2-night hotel
• 4-days on board Indian Pacific
• 2-nights Perth w/ Rottnest tour
• Return flight Perth to Exmouth
• 10-days car hire
• 4-nights hotel in Exmouth
• Whale Shark or Humpback tour
• 1-night Carnarvon, 2-nights

INCLUDES:
• 4-day The Ghan Expedition

INCLUDES:
• Indian Pacific Sydney to Adelaide
• 5-nights Adelaide
• Full day Barossa and McLaren

•
•

•

Monkey Mia, 2-nights Coral Bay

with all meals and beverages
stopping Katherine Gorge, Alice
Springs, Coober Pedy
2-nights hotel in Adelaide
Grand Barossa Valley, Adelaide
Hills and Hahndorf day tour
4-night Outback Heritage Cruise
on board Murray Princess with
all meals, beverages and exciting
shore excursions

22-DAYS from $9,499pp*

9-DAYS from $4,599pp*

FIND OUT MORE

•

FIND OUT MORE

•
•
•
•

Vale food and wine tour
2-night Kangaroo Island
experience with return flights
2-nights Indian Pacific Adelaide
to Perth with all meals/drinks
3-nights Perth with free tour
Full day Rottnest Island tour
Flight Perth to Sydney

13-DAYS from $7,175pp*

FIND OUT MORE
www.travelmegastore.com.au
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PLACES we
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Online 24/7 or call us

1300 859 861

Australia’s

FAVOURITE
PLAYGROUND

T

he most-visited of all the
South Pacific destinations,
Fiji offers something for
everyone.
From family resorts to romantic
getaways, the islands’ pristine,
diverse and incredible natural
wonders make for a magical
holiday. If you can dream it, Fiji
most likely has it.

It’s easy to see why Fijians are so
friendly. Surrounded by beauty, the
white sandy beaches and crystalclear waters are enough to put a
smile on anyone’s face.
Explore the vibrant colours of
the magnificent coral reefs with a
gentle snorkel, dive the deep blue
waters on a scuba expedition, or
simply relax pool or beach side
with a cocktail in hand.

A great way to explore Fiji’s
natural wonders is by cruise
ship. Captain Cook Cruises is
the Fijian island cruise experts
with a dedicated 130-passenger
vessel that can access the cozy
bays and secluded beaches
throughout the Mamanuca and
Southern Yasawa Islands that
larger ships cannot. Your island
getaway awaits!

FIND OUT MORE

www.travelmegastore.com.au
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TIPSFOR

AIR TRAVEL
IT’S TIME TO
BOOK YOUR
SCHOOL
HOLIDAY
ADVENTURES.
HERE’S AN
EXPERT’S
ADVICE ON
HOW TO
MANAGE
FLIGHTS WITH
LITTLE ONES.
By Josh Bender
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A

with KIDS

fter travelling with
children over the past
five years, I’ve learned
a few tricks and the essential
elements required to make
a flight with kids pleasant.
Not just for me or for my
kids, but also the passengers
sitting around us.
Here are eight tips for travelling with
kids for smooth sailing (or flying!).

1.
1 NOT TOO LONG
When we started travelling as a
family, we wisely chose shorter
flights and destinations closer to
home. But as the kids grew older, we
experimented with longer flights to
the USA.
We found the perfect flight time is
under six hours. Generally, three to
four hours is enough time for a bite
to eat, a movie and a little airplane
excitement. Start small, then work
your way up to those longer flights.

eat lunch at the airport, and settle
down for the flight.
Hopefully the kids have spent time
letting off some steam before the
flight.
Expert tip: Beware of seemingly
sensible departure times like 9am,
especially if travelling internationally
when you need to be at the airport at
least 2-3 hours in advance. Take into
consideration the airport drive time
also, and that 9am departure could
mean starting at 5:30am.

3.
3 ARRIVAL TIME
Just as important is the arrival time,
especially if timed just before bed
time.
Arriving first thing in the morning
from an overnight flight is difficult
as you have the whole day to get
through before heading to bed, plus
jet lag.
Sometimes these flights just can’t be
avoided though.

2.
2 DEPARTURE TIME

Arriving around 5pm is perfect when
travelling with kids.

Consider a flight that departs mid to
late afternoon. It gives you time to

It provides just enough time to get
out of the airport, eat dinner and

AUGUST 2018
have a nice early bed time.

6. KIDS SPECIAL MEALS
6

8. BAGGAGE ALLOWANCES
8

This is the single easiest way to get
over jet lag on long flights and start
your holiday refreshed.

If available, select a child’s meal
during the booking process.

Try and favour airlines that check-in
children’s items, such as car seats
and baby strollers, for free.

4. ON-BOARD ELECTRONICS
4
If you have them, load their personal
electronic devices with fresh new
games and movies they love in case
the inflight entertainment is not what
expected, or worse, there is none!

5. ON-BOARD
5

ENTERTAINMENT

Some airlines offer a special kids
program. On Emirates, for example,
the kids received a SpongeBob
Squarepants backpack filled with
toys, colouring items and games.

Even budget airlines can have an
option for kids that won’t have them
cringing at the baked fish or spicy
curry.
When you indicate a child’s meal
request in the booking, they are
usually served first before the other
passengers with regular meals.
That extra 20-minutes can make all
the difference to a hungry youngster.

7
7. EXTRA SPACE

When you travel with an infant, the
bulkhead seats can be a lifesaver.

On KLM Royal Dutch Airlines, they
have the ‘Bluey’ themed family
airport check-in to kid-friendly meals
and entertainment.

Not only do they offer more legroom,
which is great for a crawling baby,
but they often comes with a bassinet
for sleep time.

Bluey is a friendly character, a tough
little KLM plane mascot that brings a
smile to every child’s face.

With older children, attempt to gain
extra seats at the back of the plane
after take-off.

If travelling with toddlers, consider
Etihad Airways for their awardwinning onboard nanny program.

There won’t be more legroom, but if
there are spare seats to spread out,
it’s up back where you’ll find them.

At times a car seat or stroller is
a travel necessity, but so are the
nappies, formula and extra clothes
so you don’t want to have to limit
your baggage for these items or
fork out extra dollars for additional
luggage. And be sure to pack enough
food and clothing in your carry-on
bag.

BOTTOM LINE
Whichever airline you choose to fly
with, research ahead of time to make
sure you can tick off as many of
these items as possible.
You just never know when that
pack of playing cards or colouring
kit handed out on the plane, or
colourful airport playground, will save
the day - and your sanity.

NEXT PAGE:
Check our Top 5
School Holiday
Travel Ideas

www.travelmegastore.com.au
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TOP

1

FIVE

5

Holiday ideas

School

Hong Kong
No other city offers a better
mix of culture, nature, food and
entertainment, quite like Hong Kong.
At the centre of it all is Victoria
Harbour, one of the most scenic
waterways in the world. Flanked by
gleaming skyscrapers and luxury
hotels, there is a fascinating contrast
from modern galleries, to traditional
markets and food vendors.
Add to that Hong Kong Disney, scenic
mountaintop look-outs and tucked
away beaches and there’s virtually no
end to the holiday possibilities in this
cosmopolitan world city.

Hong Kong Family Holiday Getaway - 5 DAYS from $6,499 per family

2

FIND OUT MORE

Gold Coast,
Queensland

Queensland’s Gold Coast is the
undisputed king when it comes to
family holiday fun.
With multiple theme parks to
enjoy, golden beaches to bask on,
hinterland trails to discover and
natural attractions galore, it’s no
wonder the Gold Coast is Australia’s
top spot for families.
So with over 300 days of annual
sunshine, 53-kilometres of coastline
to enjoy, and the most activities and
attractions packed into one area in
all of Australia, anytime is great time
to visit the Sunshine State’s favourite
playground.

Turtle Beach Resort - 4-DAYS from $588 per family
16
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Port Douglas
Just a one-hour drive north of
Cairns, you’ll find the gorgeous
resort town of Port Douglas.

Tucked away in a cove along the
Coral Sea, the town is the gateway
to two of the world’s most loved
natural wonders, the Great Barrier
Reef and the Daintree - the world’s
oldest tropical rainforest.
And that’s just the start of it, there
is so much to see and do in this
part of the world, you’re spoilt for
choice.

Port Douglas Family Holiday - 5-DAYS from $4,155 per family

Noumea
Sitting in a picturesque bay, Noumea
is sophisticated, charming and
casual. The capital of New Caledonia
is best known for its azure water and
pristine white sandy beaches.

5

Located on Grande Terre, the city is
a popular stop for cruise ships due
to its many outdoor attractions and
striking natural beauty.

4

South Pacific Islands
15-DAYS from $2,649pp

FIND OUT MORE

Vanuatu
More than 80 islands
make up the South Pacific
paradise that is Vanuatu,
yet it’s the smiling
locals and welcoming
atmosphere that make it
extra special.
It’s a place where rugged
mountains and towering
waterfalls meet deserted
beaches and where the
preserved culture and
traditional villages leave a
long-lasting impression.
Night-owls will enjoy
Vanuatu’s casino but the
real treasures are found
in nature. Adventure
activities include diving,
snorkelling and deep-sea
fishing.

S/Pac Escape 11-DAYS from $1,420pp

FIND OUT MORE

www.travelmegastore.com.au
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Land of the Rising Sun.

Southern Japan
9 nights
11 - 20 April 2020

Japan Circumnavigation
9 nights

Q012

20 - 29 April 2020

Q013

Japan Circumnavigation
9 nights
6 - 15 May 2019

Aomori

Q015

Akita

Akita
Hiroshima

Tokyo
Kochi

Jeju Island
Nagasaki

Miyazaki

Kanazawa
Kanazawa
Sakaiminato
Shimizu
Busan

Sakaiminato
Busan
Maizuru
Tokyo

Tokyo

Nagasaki

For more information and to view all fares,
visit cunard.com/Q012

For more information and to view all fares,
visit cunard.com/Q013

For more information and to view all fares,
visit cunard.com/Q015

For bookings, and to learn more, call 1300 657 948.
To be read in conjunction with the Terms and Conditions at cunardline.com.au/legal which passengers will be bound by Whilst all information is correct at the time of publication,
offers are subject to change. Carnival plc trading as Cunard ABN 23 107 998 443.
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Cunard’s Queen Elizabeth will grace 19 ports in Japan throughout the 2019 and 2020 sailing seasons.

Cunard sets sail for

JAPAN

THE REVERED CRUISE LINE IS NOW OFFERING ROUND-TRIP
VOYAGES FROM ASIA’S MOST FASCINATING DESTINATION

S

ailing on a Cunard ship
is much more than a
luxury cruise, it is a life
experience.
While the three Queens enjoy a
tremendously loyal following of
returning guests, now, a whole new
wave of discerning travellers will be
drawn to this iconic cruise line with
the announcement of new voyages
from Japan in 2020, joining the
already announced 2019 season.
Drawing on its 178-year legacy
of luxury ocean cruising, the new
round-trip itineraries are predictably
spectacular coming with all the
stylish enhancements and curated
extras sophisticated travellers have
come to expect from this iconic fleet
that has a guest to staff ratio of 2:1
and more space than other ships
their size.
The spectacle of gala balls,
celebrated afternoon teas, cocktails
and world class entertainment at
sea will now be extended to Japan
when Queen Elizabeth enjoys an even
longer season in 2020.
And in true Cunard style, expect
immersive cultural experiences,
expert speakers and performers to
richly complement the spectacular

The incredible on board experience
of a Cunard ship is what makes these
voyages truly unforgettable.

journeys. As a destination, Japan
offers so much within a relatively
compact footprint, these cruises and
carefully crafted shore excursions will
be duly diverse offering everything
from the magnificence of the Spring
cherry blossoms in Hokkaido to
bustling Tokyo, gorgeous islands off
Okinawa, snowfields, hot springs
and jaw-dropping gardens, the
breathtaking shrines and temples of
Harajuku and Asakusa and the World
Heritage-listed wonders of Kyoto.
It’s no wonder Japan is a perennial
favourite among Australian travellers.
With 19 different ports visited in
Japan across 2019 and 2020, guests
can expect to see the very best of
this multifaceted island nation. And
your excitement starts to build 12
weeks before your departure when
you can plan your shore excursions
online using Voyage Personaliser.

Apart from the opulent, Art Deco
decor and fine dining, the extensive
and thoughtful range of activities add
an even greater level of enjoyment.
How about tango dancing or
photography classes, watercolour
painting, Martini mixing or even
fencing?
At night, the bar is raised even
higher when the curtain goes up on
the Royal Court Theatre for stunning
productions, comedy, magicians and
more.
To really experience Japan in super
style, consider the most spacious
accommodation on board Queen
Elizabeth - the exclusive Queens Grill
Suites.
The stunning natural timber and
hand-upholstered finish of these very
special private retreats also come
with generous balconies, butler
service, access to the sumptuous
Queens Grill Restaurant and a private
terrace on top of the ship for
unparalleled views and more of that
ever-attentive service.

FIND OUT MORE
www.travelmegastore.com.au
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DESTINATION

Hawaii
First-timers
SPOTLIGHT

for

By Jason Dutton-Smith

T

iconic landmarks like Diamond Head
and Waikiki Beach characterise the
global perception of Hawaii.

The Aloha State’s appeal has long
attracted Australian travellers with
many returning year after year.

The busy and clean Waikiki
beachfront is lined with hotels but
there’s plenty of easy access points
to the sand. Just behind the beach,
expect to find plenty of shopping
opportunities but the island’s best
retail experience is the imposing 340
shops of the Ala Moana Center just a
few miles from Waikiki.

he more time you have
to explore, the better
Hawaii gets.

The great volcanic eruptions that
burst from the sea floor to create
these amazing islands left a stunning
legacy with each of the them having
its own unique character and quality.

If you’re thinking of heading to this
fabled archipelago for the first time,
here’s a snapshot of what to expect
from each island.

OAHU
The gateway island, Oahu is home
to the capital city of Honolulu where

20
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Oahu offers a fascinating mix of big
cosmopolitan experiences combined
with a traditional Hawaiian flavour.

there’s plenty to see on ‘The Garden
Island’.
You might already be familiar with
the other-worldly landscape given it
has featured in countless Hollywood
blockbusters including Jurassic Park.
The unmistakable Na Pali Coast is the
island’s most famous attraction and
the best way to see it is by helicopter.

KAUAI

Beachgoers will adore the amazing
hidden coves nestled between
jagged cliff tops - beautiful Hanalei
Bay is perfect for kids - while hikers
and other nature lovers can venture
deep in the rainforests on any one of
the hundreds of State Park trails.

Due to its towering mountains and
deep canyons, only a fraction of this
lush island is accessible by car but

The Kalalau Track is the toughest
but most spectacular at 22-miles
(35-kilometres) for the round-trip.

AUGUST 2018

Online 24/7 or call us

1300 859 861

MAUI

LANAI

After Oahu, Maui is the most visited
Hawaiian island. From luxury resorts,
to laid back village life, Maui fits the
bill for visitors of every type.

Just a nine-mile hop (14-kilometres)
from Maui, the tiny island paradise
of Lanai attracts adventure seekers,
families and couples looking to hike
or bike on the thousands of hectares
of natural wilderness.

Here, the 30-miles (48-kilometres)
of beaches are never crowded and
it’s one of Hawaii’s most popular
destinations for honeymooners.
To fully appreciate Maui, hire a car
and hit the Hana Highway. This
incredible stretch of road - that
includes 617 hairpin bends - takes in
amazing scenery including waterfalls,
multi-coloured sand beaches, and
passes access trails to tranquil
rainforest and garden walks.
Also be sure to catch sunrise at
Haleakala, Maui’s dormant volcano.

Take in the views from Munro Trail,
which leads to the island’s highest
point at Lanaihale.
To cover more ground, 4WD tours
allow deep penetration into pristine
rainforest country. Golf, diving,
whale watching and fishing tours are
popular pastimes on Lanai.

BIG ISLAND
Hawaii’s largest island gets bigger
every year due to the molten lava

spilling into the Pacific and cooling
to extend its land mass. It’s so
comparatively large, all the other
Hawaiian islands would fit inside its
borders - twice!
This land of fire and ice boasts 11
of the world’s 13 climate zones. It’s
hard to believe but there’s snowcapped mountains on the Big Island
and in a single day you can see it
along with lava flows, lush ancient
jungles, beautiful beaches and open
grasslands.
At the Volcanoes National Park,
you’ll see steam vents rising from
the ground and have the chance
to explore a lava tube and take an
exciting rim walk of a crater.
CONTINUED P22
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DESTINATION

SPOTLIGHT

MOLOKAI
Hawaiian culture is preciously
preserved on Molokai, an island that
enjoys the highest concentration of
indigenous Hawaiians.
Don’t expect tall buildings, traffic
lights or sprawling resorts here; this
is an untouched island where fun
comes in the form of exploration

BEST OF
HAWAII
TOUR

and discovery. Hike along the world’s
highest sea cliffs, discover the
colourful underwater reefs or simply
leave the world behind as you get
back to nature.
How to get there: Hawaiian
Airlines flies from Brisbane and
Sydney. Jetstar flies from Sydney
and Melbourne. Qantas flies from
Sydney.

9 -DAYS from $5,299 pp
Forge an unforgettable
connection with nature as
you bask in the Aloha spirit
over five of Hawaii’s stunning
islands with Trafalgar.
Your tour starts in the lively
capital of Honolulu on the
island of Oahu, home to the
world-famous Waikiki Beach.
Visit Pearl Harbour before
experiencing the island’s
colourful villages, rainforests
and pineapple plantations.
On Kona, visit a coffee
plantation and learn about
the giant manta rays found
offshore.
On the Big Island, see the
world’s largest volcano, and
on Maui, enjoy a traditional
lunch with a local family.
INCLUDES:

TRAVELFILE
CURRENCY:

United States Dollar
(approx. $0.75USD to $1AUD)

WEATHER:
CLOCKWISE: Maui Hana; Hawaii
Island Kilauea; Molokai Kalaupapa
horse trails.
Image courtesy: Hawaii Tourism Authority and Tor Johnson and Dana Edmunds.

Hawaii is popular year-round
thanks to its abundance of
sunshine and little temperature
fluctuation throughout the year.
May to September are the peak
tourist summer months with the
lowest rainfall.

BEST OF HAWAII TOUR 9-DAYS from $5,299pp
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•
•

Return flights to Honolulu

•
•
•

All accommodation

•

Visit Oahu (Honolulu),
Kona, Big Island, Hilo and
Maui

10-day ‘Best of Hawaii’ tour
with Trafalgar
15-meals
Internal flights between
islands

DEPARTURES

QUOTE TOUR CODE: PAW81VT

Various departure dates available
in 2019. Ask us about adding a
Hawaiian island cruise to your
stay.

FIND OUT MORE
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Tour the BEST of Eastern

USA&Canada

O

ne of the great benefits
of holidaying with a
long-established travel
company is the access you’ll get
to experiences that you would
never come across travelling
independently.
For 90-years, Globus has been an
international leader in coach touring
so you’d expect to encounter some
rather special moments with that
extensive track record behind them.
The company celebrates these
magical encounters as ‘Local
Favourites’ and guests on the
fabulous 14 day Eastern US and
Canada Discovery tour for example
will certainly never forget the
amazing experience of visiting an
Amish farm and dining with a family
group to fully understand this unique
and devout way of life.
The Amish experience is just a
glimpse of how Globus’ Local
Favourites enhance your holiday by
adding truly memorable moments
along the way.

NEW YORK
Fittingly, this trip of a lifetime kicks-off
in spectacular style in the “City that
Never Sleeps”.
The fully guided tour of New York

City - which includes all the icons
like the Empire State Building,
Broadway and Chinatown - sets the
scene for a journey of discovery that
will particularly appeal to curious,
discerning travellers who enjoy
digging just that little bit deeper
when they travel.
With guaranteed departures,
Superior First-Class accommodation
(including private bath or shower),
guests will also enjoy the comfort
of a private air-conditioned motor
coach as they explore the best of
eastern USA before heading north to
stunning Canada.

WASHINGTON DC.
After the Big Apple, it’s south-west
to Philadelphia and onward to the
nation’s Capital, Washington DC
where you’ll have plenty of time to
explore the world famous museums
of the Smithsonian Institution and
even taking a selfie in front of the
White House.
From there, you’ll make your way
through Pennsylvania and then
have that very special experience
spending time with an Amish family
in Lancaster.

CANADA
After traversing the glorious

Appalachian Mountains, it’s time to
experience the majesty of Canada
and what better way to begin than
visit spectacular Niagara Falls?
From there you’ll explore Toronto,
Ottawa, Montreal and finally the
gorgeous French-Canadian Québec
City before crossing the border
again to venture through beautiful
Vermont.
This tour of the senses through
New England ultimately concludes
in Boston where you’ll also enjoy a
harbour cruise.
Your US discovery doesn’t have to
end there either, if you are travelling
off-peak, Globus’ Canyonlands Escape
takes in the natural wonders of the
wild west including Bryce, Arches,
Zion and Grand Canyon National
Parks among many other renowned
Reserves.
Take advantage of a special 10%
‘book early and save’ discount
by securing your place on the
Eastern US and Canada Discovery
tour.
Book before November 27, 2018.

CALL NOW 1300 859 861

FIND OUT MORE
www.travelmegastore.com.au
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Denver,
Colorado
Gateway to the Rockies
and the American West.

Experience Denver, Colorado, the active, outdoor
city with spectacular views of the Rocky
Mountains, farm-to-table cuisine, local breweries
serving craft beer and plenty of shopping!
Discover Denver’s creative side in art districts
and attractions like the Denver Art Museum,
explore Denver Union Station and historic
Larimer Square and see a concert under the
stars at Red Rocks Park & Amphitheatre.
VISITDENVER.COM
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The incredible vistas of Rocky Mountain National Park.
Image courtesy: Colorado Tourism

COME
ALIVE
IN COLORADO!
W

hen is the best time
to visit spectacular
Colorado? Easy.
With 300-days of sunshine
annually, it’s always the
right time to experience
some of the most pristine
and truly remarkable
natural landscapes in North
America.
And with four National Parks and
41 State Parks to explore, as well as
30 natural hot springs, eight historic
railroads, 28 ski areas and resorts, 960
species of wildlife and almost 10,000
kilometres of rivers, it’s truly a nature
lovers’ paradise!
Start your journey of discovery at the
mile-high city of Denver, gateway to
the Rockies and the American West.
Originally a boomtown for gold miners
chasing their fortunes in the 1800s,
today this energetic and walkable
city boasts vibrant neighbourhoods,
a thriving craft beer scene and a
passionate music culture all year-round.
Venture out of Denver and into one
of four great wilderness areas from

the soaring majestic peaks of Rocky
Mountain National Park to the
ancient dwellings of Mesa Verde, to
the mountains of sand in Great Sand
Dunes and the dramatic cliffs and rock
formations of Black Canyon, Colorado’s
parks are truly jaw-dropping with their
countless hiking trails, crystal-clear lakes,
gorgeous waterfalls and exotic wildlife.
The State is also home to the place
voted number-one Best Small Town to
Visit in the USA - Telluride. This beautiful
town might only measure eight blocks
wide and twelve blocks long but it’s
surrounded by towering 14,000-foot
peaks bursting with natural beauty
and famed for its alpine skiing. It is
also registered as a National Historic
Landmark District. Summers in Telluride
are crammed with festivals, cultural
events and outdoor activities for all ages.
Aspen is another alpine town packed
with character and sensational vistas.
Home to Ute Native Americans for
centuries before silver was discovered
in the 1800s, the once booming mining
town today enjoys endless summer
sunshine and moderate climate that fill
Aspen with warm weather adventure
seekers.

SEE THE REAL
COLORADO WITH
ADVENTURE
WORLD
10-DAYS from $3,999pp
Enjoy an unforgettable
summer holiday in Colorado
with a blend of adventure
activities in some of the most
beautiful scenery in North
America with the organised
tour specialists at Adventure
World.
Begin your amazing journey
in cosmopolitan Denver, visit
three acclaimed National
Parks, enjoy a bike tour in
Telluride, go whitewater rafting
in Aspen, hike the Rocky
Mountains and sandboard
down the slopes of Great Sand
Dunes National Park.

DEPARTURES:
JULY & AUGUST 2019

FIND OUT MORE
www.travelmegastore.com.au
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Online 24/7 or call us

1300 175 756
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DISCOVER

AMERICA’S
MUSIC CITIES

LIKE A MOONLIT NIGHT ON THE BAYOU, THE AMERICAN
SOUTH HAS FOR CENTURIES, BEWITCHED AND BEGUILED
THOSE WHO VISIT THIS MUSICAL HEARTLAND

W

ith its hearty soul food,
influential literature and
unmistakeable rhythms,
the American south has a unique
and captivating charm unmatched
anywhere.
The region has been shaped,
for better or worse, by its often
tumultuous but always vibrant past.
From the haunting battlefields and
stately ante-bellum mansions of
the 18th and 19th centuries, to the
groove-filled music studios and jazz
clubs that created the distinctive
sounds we’re so familiar with today,
visitors will find the south to be full of
rich and rewarding experiences.
Tour specialists Collette Tours,
celebrating its 100th anniversary
this year, is offering one of the great
southern sojourns with the America’s
Music Cities tour. Here’s a snapshot
of the unforgettable places you’ll visit.

NEW ORLEANS
In the heart of the French Quarter
is Jackson Square, a gated park
surrounded by some of the South’s
great buildings including the Cabildo
(built in 1795), the Presbytere (1813)
and the most prominent, St. Louis
Cathedral (1794 to 1850).
Other New Orleans highlights include
a visit to the French Marketplace
and Pirates Alley, a meal at the
local favourite Café Du Monde, and
peaceful drives along St. Charles
Avenue where many of the city’s
historic mansions can be seen.
There’s even an included swamp
cruise through the Louisiana bayou
where native wildlife like alligators,
bald eagles and herons can be seen.

MEMPHIS
From its flavourful barbeque, to its
funky beats, Memphis is a city like
no other. This famous Mississippi
River metropolis is rich in history and
packed with interesting things to see
and do. Experience southern cuisine
at Central BBQ, one of the most
popular restaurants in the city. Daytwo begins with an in-depth guided
tour of the city. From its past as a
great southern port in the early 19th
century, to civil rights upheaval and
the embematic music of the 20th
century, the Memphis story is one of
perseverance and diversity.
Of course, what would a visit to
Memphis be without a tour of Elvis’
famous Graceland mansion? Even
for non-Elvis fans, this revealing
look inside the home of this cultural
icon is fascinating. Museum exhibits
include a collection of the King’s
many cars, his gold record collection
and the famous Jungle Room.

NASHVILLE
Music and entertainment are still
the backbone of the Nashville scene.
Just walk down the bustling streets of
Broadway and Second Avenue and
you’ll see for yourself.
Attend a show at the historic Grand
Ole Opry, tour the iconic Ryman
Auditorium and visit Studio B
where Elvis, Dolly Parton and many
others recorded iconic hits. Other
attractions include the Parthenon
with its historic works of art, plus a
visit to the lovely Tennessee State
Capitol building.

FIND OUT MORE

AMERICA’S
MUSIC CITIES
TOUR
8 -DAYS from $5,099 pp
Enjoy a finger-snapping,
toe-tapping time on this tour
of America’s most famous
musical cities - Nashville,
Memphis and New Orleans, as
you revel in the sounds of the
blues, jazz, country and good
old fashioned rock ‘n’ roll.
Experience the unique city of
New Orleans, where jazz and
food are always on the menu,
visit Graceland in Memphis,
and stroll the honky-tonk lined
streets in the birthplace of
country music - Nashville.
INCLUDES:

•

Flights to Nashville,
return from New Orleans

•

8-day America’s Music
Cities tour with Collette

•

Daily breakfast, 4 dinners,
all accommodation &
transport with driver &
professional guide

•

All taxes & charges

DEPARTURES

QUOTE TOUR CODE: PAOS7YC

Various departure dates available
between April & November 2019.
Extend with a USA add-on
package.
www.travelmegastore.com.au
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By Kerry Heaney

It’s fantastic to be a
tourist in New York but
how can a visitor live a
local for a day?
No problem if you are lucky enough to meet Big Apple’s
Greeter Ellen Gasnick. My request to eat New York as a
local was no problem to Ellen who drew on her association
with the James Beard Foundation, her life-long experience
of New York, and love of food to craft a foodie tour.
Ellen has led over 540 people on 200 greets around the
boroughs, and her smile never wavered over the four
hours that we wandered her city. Big Apple Greeters is a
free service that visitors can book online (bigapplegreeter.
org). A greeter tour is like a friend showing you around
their city, sharing their life experiences.
Here are the 15 top food places that Ellen showed me.
Many offer free tastes but all are low-cost outlets where
your tourist dollar will stretch a little further.

1. Find the best value dumplings in Chinatown at Fried

Dumpling, 106 Mosco Street, right next door to the
Church of the Transfiguration. You can buy five fried
dumplings for $1. Although the sign says they have
pork buns, it’s best not to ask as the response is rarely
favourable. If you have cooking facilities, look for bags of
frozen dumplings to go.

2. Pop into 69 Chinese Restaurant at 69 Bayard Street,

to see the walls papered with signed $1 notes. Try Chinese
comfort food classics such as Beef Cho Fun and Minced
Beef with Peas and Raw Egg, all for under US$10.

3. It’s easy to find Jing Fong Restaurant, 20 Elizabeth St,
by the people queueing on the street outside.
This large Cantonese restaurant seating 800
draws crowds on weekends for dim sum rolled
out on carts.

4. Deluxe Food Market is a narrow supermarket

selling Chinese groceries, baked goods, sticky rice
and Asian-style sandwiches at 79 Elizabeth St.
Wind your way through the crowds to find tasty
marinated meats and seafood that is convenient
to prepare and perfect for dinner. You can also
find prepared dishes with everything from char siu
(roast pork) to stir-fried noodles.

5. Look for the sign on Canal Street corner, where

fire hydrants are painted in red, white and green,
and you’ll know you are in Little Italy where the
street vendors sell almond biscotti and fig cookies, roasted
chickpeas and honey roasted peanuts by the bag or
pound.

6. A Lobster Tail, crisp puff pastry filled with cream at

Ferrara Bakery and Café at 195 Grand St, along with a
cannoli is a must try.
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7. Five generations of an Italian family share their favourite
Italian products at Di Palco’s Fine Foods, 200 Grand St.
Browse their artisanal cheeses, cured meats, pasta, sauce
and pantry items.

8. Established in 1920, Piemonte Ravioli, 190 Grand St,

makes ravioli, tortellini and other take-out pasta, all made
fresh pasta daily the old school way.

9. La Esquina Corner Deli at 114 Kenmare St, is a casual
corner taqueria hiding a dimly lit subterranean brasserie
serving upmarket Mexican fare.

10. Dean & Deluca, 560 Broadway, has been providing

the world’s best epicurean treats for more than 35
years. It’s a wonder just to walk through the doors but
head to the back where you are sure to find samples and
a sushi bar.

11. The Yonah Schimmel Knish Bakery has been at 137

E Houston St since 1910. What’s a knish? It’s a traditional
potato and kasha (buckwheat groats) Jewish comfort-food
classic that looks sort of like a dumpling.

12. Russ & Daughters, 179 E Houston St, is very crowded
but push your way through to the back, and you’ll see a
marvellous selection of New York’s finest deli items. This
family-owned institution offers high-end smoked fish,
caviar and New York-style foods and dates from 1914.

13. Katz’s Deli is where Where Harry met Sally in 1989.

People queue up outside the door, and there’s a ticket
system to get inside. Take a ticket and it doesn’t matter
if you don’t buy anything, although you will be sorely
tempted. It’s not cheap, a Reuben on rye is US$20.25
with pastrami $1 extra, but is overflowing with thickly cut
meat and a meal for two. The deli, at 204 E Houston St,
was established in 1888, just two years after the Statue of
Liberty was erected.

14. Filled with old-time American favourites, Economy

Candy stocks all types of candy, nuts and dried fruit from
floor-to-ceiling. Look out for the American Presidents
chocolate where you can eat George Washington
and JFK and chocolate versions of the Statue of
Liberty. It’s been at 108 Rivington St since 1937.

15. Essex Street Market is an indoor market with

rows of vendors specialising in meat, fish, cheese,
produce and speciality foods at 120 Essex St. Look
out for Shopsins General Store which has a menu
that would rival a short novel.

Chinatown & Little Italy Food Tour
Over three delicious hours, discover two of
the most diverse and culturally rich New York
City neighbourhoods on this paid local tour. In
colourful Chinatown you will dine in the city’s
oldest dim sum restaurant, while in Little Italy,
savour the famous cannoli from Ferrara’s Bakery Café.

FIND OUT MORE
www.travelmegastore.com.au
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ALASKA
is a JAW-DROPPING

DESTINATION
THE PRISTINE WILDERNESS OF THIS SPARSELY-POPULATED
STATE WILL TAKE YOUR BREATH AWAY
By Sue Wallace
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VERYTHING about
Alaska is big. Often
described as a ‘land of
superlatives’, with the words
biggest, highest and widest
preceding most things, it is
indeed a unique destination
with amazing sights.
It is also a hot travel destination for
Australian tourists and many choose
to cruise the Inside Passage where
glaciers crash in huge chunks to the
sea.
If you are cruising, try to spend a
few extra days inland to discover
the many charms of the State which
is also known as the last of the final
frontiers.

people. Flying is a way of life in Alaska
and a trip would not be complete
without a flightseeing excursion.
From one end of the State to the
other, there’s never a shortage of
colourful pilots to take you for a
bird’s eye view of this great land.
Circle the largest mountain in North
America, majestic Mount McKinley,
land on a glacier and go exploring,
access backcountry wilderness, visit a
remote village or drift peacefully in a
floatplane passing bears as they feast
on summer salmon.
Alaska is a hiker’s paradise and
Mount McKinley, in spectacular
Denali National Park, offers great
experiences for outdoor enthusiasts.

Most cruise ships stop at the wellknown historic towns where you can
easily spend a day but there’s a lot
more to see if you venture further.

Choose a day hike, mountain
bike excursion or a month-long
mountaineering expedition to the
summit of Mount McKinley.

The biggest state in the US, Alaska
is 2.3 times the size of Texas and 10
times the size of Georgia or Florida.

While visiting the south central
region of Alaska you will find at least
four mountain ranges within driving
distance of Anchorage.

It has become a premier destination
for adventure and eco-tourists
seeking a personal connection with
nature, wilderness and the local

You can go for day hikes in the
mountains of Chugach State Park
or take multi-day excursions to the

Matanuska-Susitna Valley and the
Kenai Peninsula -- both offer a variety
of exciting adventures including
camping, hiking, fishing, backpacking,
mountain biking, river kayaking,
rafting and much more.
Heading west, sea kayaking among
the remote and untamed Aleutians
will bring lots of wildlife encounters
with sea otters and puffins are also a
highlight.
Here you can experience untamed
coastal regions, wild rivers, granite
peaks and majestic glaciers or
explore the rugged beauty of Lake
Clark National Park and Preserve.
The north country offers a variety of
unique Alaskan experiences, enabling
you to explore the history and
culture of Alaska’s native people, raft
down the Yukon river, pan for gold in
Fairbanks or cross the Arctic Circle as
you head up the Dalton Highway to
the tip of Alaska’s far north.
At the opposite end is Alaska’s Inside
Passage where you can discover the
vast, unspoilt coastline by kayak as
CONTINUED P32
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brown bears forage for food along
the beaches, enjoy diverse mountain
ranges, spectacular glaciers and the
extensive Alaskan rainforest.
When you’re done, you can sit back
and reflect on the huge variety and
species of birds you saw just in one
day.
The pristine wilderness of Alaska is
perhaps the last vestige of thriving
populations of North American
wildlife.
Where else can you see polar bears,
bald eagles, blue and humpback
whales, grey wolves, grizzly bears,
orcas, lynx, moose and hundreds of
other rare and endangered species
in their original and undisturbed
natural habitats?
Captain George Vancouver, aboard
his HMS Discovery, explored southeast Alaska’s coastline in 1794.
Glacier Bay then lay beneath a milethick ice sheet extending all the way
to its mouth at Icy Strait.
Over the past two centuries, the ice
has beaten a hasty retreat leaving a
land of massive cliffs of white ice and
jagged crevasses.
Today, the park, which was declared
a national monument in 1925,
features 12 tidewater glaciers, some
of which calve into the bay.
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In 1992 it was listed as a World
Heritage site.

DISCOVER
ALASKA BY
LAND & SEA

You’ll see lots of wildlife in Alaska
both on and off shore.
Each summer humpback whales
regularly feed in Glacier Park waters.
The park is also home to at least 40
species of mammals and 220 species
of birds.
Scan the beaches and you may see a
bear or two appearing from behind
the Sitka spruce forests.
One thing that takes a little getting
used to in Alaska is so much
daylight - almost 20 hours during the
summer season - which leaves plenty
of time for sightseeing and enjoying
Alaska and all it has to offer.

14 -DAYS from $5,199 pp
Over fourteen magical days
you will discover some of the
most stunning and untouched
land on the planet.
This incredible itinerary will
take you through Alaska
by both land and sea to
experience the natural wonder
of the largest US state.
INCLUDES:

•

Flights to Fairbanks, return
from Vancouver

TRAVELFILE

•
•

1-night hotel Fairbanks

ALASKA WEATHER MYTHS
Summer in Alaska may not
be as cool as you think. The
interior enjoys warm summers
with Fairbanks’ temperatures in
the mid to high 20s, although
evenings can be cooler.

•

7-night Alaska cruise
onboard Island Princess

•

2-nights Vancouver

FIND OUT MORE

5-night Denali National
Park Explorer tour

DEPARTURES

QUOTE TOUR CODE: PAI8L9O

Departs Australia May 9, 2019.
Ask us about extending with a USA
or Canada add-on package.
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GUIDE to

A common
concern for firsttime travellers
to the USA,
is when, who,
and how much
to tip workers
for services
provided ...

TIPPING

T

ipping is part of the
American culture and
it can be daunting for
visitors to comprehend but
once you know the basics, it
is fairly straightforward.
Just follow these simple rules and
you will be fine.

WHO DO I TIP, AND WHY?
Tipping is offered to some - but not
all - customer service workers. The
trick is to know who to tip, and who
NOT to tip. Try tipping a bank teller,
a flight attendant, or a department
store staff member, and you’ll be met
with a polite, “no thank you.”
Traditionally, tipping is reserved for
workers like taxi drivers and waiters
and waitresses, whose hourly wages
are set well below the standard
minimum rate (precisely because
tipping has been factored into the
wage for this profession).
It’s also quite common to tip tour
guides, parking valets and hotel
porters who handle your luggage.
Tipping is also common for those
who provide a service of a personal
nature, such as a hairdresser, or
massage therapist.
If you’re unsure, there’s no harm in
offering a tip if you’re happy with the
service you received. Even workers

who don’t usually receive tips, will
appreciate the gesture, even if they
can’t accept it.

And remember, a tip is never
required. While it would be frowned
upon not to tip a waiter or waitress, a
tip, at the end of the day, is a show of
appreciation for good service.

TAXIS
Tipping a cab driver is fairly common
but not everyone does it.
If the driver was friendly, helped you
with your bags and got you to your
destination quickly and safely, then
by all means, a tip should be given.
For a short to medium ride, $2 would
be reasonable.

WAIT STAFF
This is the most common form of
tipping you will have to do in the US.

By Todd Sturm

check the bill, as sometimes
gratuities are already added in to the
final price. This usually only happens
for tables of six or more customers.

10% TIP OR LESS
This would be on the lower end of
the scale and reserved for average
to bad service. Consider those things
that are out of the person’s control
however, like bad food or long wait
times.
If the server does his or her best to
rectify the problem, then a tip may
still be warranted. Generally, leaving
no tip, would be considered rude.

15% TIP
If you enjoyed the food, the wait
staff were fine and everything was
satisfactory, then 15% is deemed as
acceptable.

While tipping of other service
workers could be classified as
discretionary, the tipping of
restaurant servers is a must, even if
the service was just mediocre.

20% TIP

Only if treated rudely, or if the
person displayed unprofessional
behavior, would it be OK not to leave
a tip.

For hotel porters, $2 per bag is
acceptable. For valet parking, it’s
always a good idea to offer $3-4 up
front when leaving your car, and $2-3
when retrieved.

Working out the amount to pay may
seem ad-hoc but it’s not. The tipping
norm is 15% or 20% for exceptional
service. Before tipping however,

For exceptional service, 20% is
greatly appreciated.

HOTEL STAFF

Not everyone tips their hotel
housekeeper, but for an extended
stay, tipping is the polite thing to do.
www.travelmegastore.com.au
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HIGHLIGHTSof

VEGAS
F

or the first time visitor,
it can be overwhelming
and difficult to even
know where to start.

drumming music.

Apart from exploring every casino
along the infamous ‘Strip’, here’s
what else you should see in Vegas.

BELLAGIO FOUNTAINS

THE EIFFEL TOWER

WITH SO MUCH
GOING ON
AROUND YOU,
MAKE SURE
YOU TAKE THE
TIME TO SEE
THESE ICONS
OF VEGAS

The 360-degree view from the top
is simply amazing but enjoy the
restaurant in the Eiffel Tower of
Paris Las Vegas for its other view
overlooking the famous Bellagio
fountain show across the street
which runs every 15-minutes.
While you’re there, take time to
wander through the imitation
Parisian streets, past patisseries,
boulangeries, fromageries and
charming cafes on the inside.

MANHATTAN EXPRESS
ROLLER COASTER
Ride the yellow cab roller coaster
that twists, turns and loops through a
cluster of buildings that resemble the
famous New York skyline.
The Brooklyn Bridge sweeps along
the front of the hotel as you take in
views of the Strip from a different
perspective.

MIRAGE VOLCANO

CLOCKWISE FROM LEFT: The
famous ‘Welcome to Las Vegas’
neon sign; the Strip by night;
canals of the Venetian Hotel;
views from atop The Bellagio
Hotel.
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Witness an audiovisual spectacular
that begins with smoke billowing
from the top, followed by orange
flames of fire, spurting lava
100-metres into the air.
The volcano gurgles and bubbles
before breaking into sporadic
explosions to the beat of tribal

The volcano’s choreographed
eruption happens every half-hour
from 8pm nightly.

The Bellagio is famed for its iconic
fountain show 24-hours per day.
Starting with soft smoke across the
rippling waters of ‘Lake Como’, the
fountains shoot upwards and the
dramatic show begins. The fountains
dance and sway to music, lighting
up the lake and sky for the crowds,
with the Eiffel Tower across the road
making the perfect backdrop.

WELCOME TO LAS VEGAS
NEON SIGN
The famous ‘Welcome to Las Vegas’
neon sign is located a couple of
hundred metres past the Mandalay
Bay Hotel in the centre median strip
and worth a quick selfie.

MANDALAY BAY POOL
Known as ‘The Beach’, this is the best
pool on the strip complete with lush
landscaped gardens, a wave pool and
lazy river to float around in rubber
tyres with a modern, chic beach vibe.
Imported sand, private villas, fresh
white cabanas and bungalows for
those wanting some luxury or shelter
from the heat come complete with
personal waiters and an extensive
cocktail bar if you want to splash out.

FREEMONT STREET
Fremont Street, commonly known
as ‘Old Vegas’, is a must see for any
first timer. It is where Vegas meets
the 70s with neon signs lighting

AUGUST 2018

the streets and a pedestrian mall
which paves the way between world
famous casinos such as the Golden
Nugget is creatively canopied with
a 460-metre long Viva Vision video
screen.

out. The rides on the roof of the
strip are not for the faint of heart
with roller coasters hanging 900-feet
above ground!

Enjoy a variety of light shows every
hour with each dazzling display
lasting six minutes or visit the Neon
Sign Museum, waterslide through the
shark tank of the Golden Nugget or
zip line from one side to the other.

With some of the lowest sales
taxes in the US, you will be sure of
a bargain at the North and South
Factory Outlets that showcase
designer brands at super low prices.

STRATOSPHERE
Whether you head to the
Stratosphere for the revolving
restaurant buffet, the adrenaline
rides on the top of the tower or just
for the best photo opportunity of the
‘Strip’, it is definitely worth checking

SHOPPING

Caesar’s Forum inside Caesar’s
Palace is your premier shopping
scene, offering exclusive designer
brands at reasonable prices.
The Miracle Mile found inside Planet
Hollywood, is exactly that. A mile of
shopping including stores like H&M,
Bebe and chain stores.

VEGAS & WAIKIKI
9 -DAYS from $2,999 pp
•

Flights to Las Vegas, return
from Honolulu w/ transfers

•
•

4-nights Las Vegas

•
•

5-nights in Waikiki

Grand Canyon West Rim
Ultimate VIP Tour
Hoku Nai’a Dolphin Watch,
Snorkel & Lunch Tour (with
drinks, snorkel gear and
hotel transfer included)

FIND OUT MORE
www.travelmegastore.com.au
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For bookings and enquiries, please call 1300 859 861
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Q&A

AmandaTaylor
Behind all the fabulous holiday packages we
browse is a dedicated team of sales professionals.
Here Travel Consultant Amanda Taylor shares her
expertise on travel in the USA.

W

hen you’re as passionate
about travel as Amanda
is, selling amazing holiday
packages doesn’t feel like work
at all - especially if it’s North
America.

TOP: Amanda at Machu Picchu
BELOW: Horseshoe Bend in the
Grand Canyon; Walt Disney World
in Orlando, Florida.

WHAT ARE THE ‘MUST-SEES’
FOR FIRST TIME VISITORS?

The US has so many wonderful
destinations to explore for so many
different reasons. But first-time
visitors will love San Francisco for its
walkable streets and big attractions;
New York City (say no more); all the
National Parks are stunning and easy
to access; the Grand Canyon will
leave you literally breathless; New
Orleans for its food, fun and culture;
and drive California’s rugged Big Sur
coastline along the Pacific Ocean for
its natural beauty and scenic vistas.

WHAT WILL TRAVELLERS BE
SURPRISED BY?

Tipping service staff and knowing
who, how much and when to tip, can
be a little difficult to get used to at
first but it’s just part of the American
experience and how they make their
living (see our Guide to Tipping on page
33). Driving on the other side of the
road takes a day or two to get used
to (and you will laugh each time you
open the driver’s door instead of
the passenger door!), but the US is
built for driving with great highways
and functional reststops along the
way. Oh, and chips and pickles are
served as a side dish with everything!
Literally everything!

ANY TIPS ON THE BEST TIME
TO TRAVEL?

This will depend on when you want
to visit as the seasons are opposite
to that of Australia. For Hawaii,
August to September is the best
time; Alaska is July and August during
their summer months; northern east
coast September or October is best
for their fall (autumn) leaves; and the
west coast anytime. During winter
months of December to March,
anywhere in the south such as
Florida, Louisiana and Texas is best.

HOW LONG DO YOU NEED
TO VISIT NEW YORK?

I would recommend at least a week
as there really is so much to do and
see in New York and the surrounding
area. It’s choc-full of museums and
you really need to cram in as many
Broadway shows as you can in the
Times Square area. Lower Manhattan
deserves a day itself to visit Wall
Street and it’s also where the ferry
departs for Ellis Island and the
Statue of Liberty. Then there are the
boroughs of Brooklyn (walk across
the Brooklyn Bridge and wander the
parks and streets under the bridge
on the Brooklyn side) and upper
Manhattan boroughs of the Bronx
and Harlem.

ANY FAMILY TRAVEL TIPS?
Yes, while Disneyland in LA is
fantastic, take the time to visit Walt
Disney World and Epcott in Orlando,
Florida. It’s worth the extra flight and
time to get there and no one does
theme parks better than America!
www.travelmegastore.com.au
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INSPIRING

NEW ZEALAND
IT IS AUSTRALIA’S FAVOURITE PLACE TO HOLIDAY ...
AND WE MIGHT JUST HAVE THE PERFECT TOUR!
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W

hen it comes to attracting
visitors, New Zealand has
an unfair advantage over
most other countries – everyone
who goes there comes home
raving about it.
The typical reaction of a first-time
visitor is just how stunning how it
is, how much there is to see and
do and how much diversity you can
experience in a short time.
But don’t be fooled, with so much on
offer, it’s easy to miss some of the
highlights if you don’t know where
to look which makes a small group
tour the perfect way to maximize
your time and soak in the best of this
feature-packed country.
While both islands have distinctive
attractions and different appeal, for
stunning, accessible natural beauty,
it’s hard to beat New Zealand’s South
Island anywhere in the world. And as
a showcase of the very best it has to
offer, Inspiring Journeys has a tour
that is unbeatable.
The Southern Drift is a 12-day journey
that will leave you breathless.
As well as the standouts like Milford
Sound, Franz Josef Glacier, Mount
Cook, the sweeping plains of
Central Otago, Queenstown and
Christchurch, it’s the curated extras
that make this tour so unforgettable.
Starting and ending in Christchurch,
after 12 days exploring the South
Island you will have crossed the
Canterbury Plains and alps on
the TranzAlpine train, relaxed in a
geothermal pool, explored gorgeous
Arrowtown, kayaked on Milford
Sound, stayed in a number of luxury

eco-lodges, enjoyed world class
wines at the cellar door, visited
Pancake Rocks and its blowholes,
pumped your adrenaline in
Queenstown, toured regional farms,
tried your hand at curling, watched
traditional Jade-making and cruised
into the Tasman Sea.

CLOCKWISE FROM OPPOSITE:
Experience the awe and the
majesty of Milford Sound; the
Church of the Good Shepherd
in Lake Tekapo; enjoy heartpumping adventures in
Queenstown; see Fiordland
from Te Anau and tour
Gibbston Valley Winery.

If you enjoy the kind of holiday
that steps off the tourist trail and
delves deeper into local culture and
wilderness areas, then this is for you.
In groups no larger than 20 and with
no children under 12, the immersive
Southern Drift experience appeals
to active travellers with a sense of
adventure who also enjoy luxury
touches along the way.

Images courtesy Inspiring Journeys

With expert Journey Directors and/
or Driver Guides accompanying
every tour, everything is laid out for
you. Trying to organise a trip like this
yourself would be virtually impossible
- without an experienced tour
company behind you, the logistics
and planning would be a nightmare.
All Inspiring Journeys are built around
six key principles the company
focuses on to ensure ‘best of breed’
land tours like this.
Those key factors include tailored
luxury holidays of carefully curated
moments at each iconic location,
superb service, small groups of no
more than 20 guests, immersive
experiences that connect you
with local culture and customs,
global sustainability as part of the
TreadRight Foundation and the
people who accompany each journey
add a huge amount to the guest
experience sharing their warmth and
knowledge.

TRAVELFILE
The Southern Drift
12-Days, South Island, NZ
From $6595pp*
(per person twin share).

INCLUSIONS:
Hand-picked accommodation.
Travel by luxury coach.
Airport transfers.
8 Dinners with wine, 1
Local dining experience, 11
Breakfasts, 1 Lunch.

FIND OUT MORE
www.travelmegastore.com.au
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YOUR ALL ACCESS PASS TO
THE CANADIAN ROCKIES
BOOK YOUR LUXURY RAIL ADVENTURE FOR A TRAVEL
EXPERIENCE YOU’LL NEVER FORGET.
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RAINFOREST TO GOLD RUSH
EXPLORER
VANCOUVER WHISTLER QUESNEL JASPER
LAKE LOUISE BANFF CALGARY
Enjoy some of the most breathtaking and varied rail
scenery found anywhere in the world on this route.
Visit the Gold Pan City of Quesnel, journey through the
Rocky Mountain Trench, be awestruck by spectacular
Mount Robson, and arrive in the largest national park
in the Canadian Rockies.

9 Days / 8 Nights total
3 Days onboard Rocky Mountaineer

FROM $4459** AUD

EARLY
BOOKING
BONUS

BOOK A QUALIFYING 2019
ROCKY MOUNTAINEER PACKAGE
OF 8+ DAYS AND RECEIVE

$1,000*

FIRST PASSAGE TO
THE WEST
WITH CRUISE MS
HIGHLIGHTS NIEUW AMSTERDAM
ALASKA JUNEAU SKAGWAY KETCHIKAN
VANCOUVER KAMLOOPS LAKE LOUISE
BANFF CALGARY
Travel through the legendary Spiral Tunnels and pass
by Craigellachie, the spot where the last spike on the
Canadian Pacific Railway was driven. This is the only
passenger rail service on this historic route, celebrated
for connecting Canada from East to West.

14 Days / 13 Nights total
2 Days onboard Rocky Mountaineer

FROM $6839*** AUD

per couple
in added value.

SPEND IT ON EXTRA HOTEL NIGHTS,
SIGHTSEEING & MORE.

OFFER EXPIRES AUGUST 31, 2018

CREDITED OPTIONS MUST BE SELECTED AT THE TIME OF BOOKING. Terms and Conditions: *Offer applies only to new 2019 bookings made between April 4 and August 31, 2018 for qualifying

Rocky Mountaineer packages booked in GoldLeaf or SilverLeaf Service for travel during the 2019 Rocky Mountaineer season on selected dates. Added value credit (“Credit”) must be requested at the time of booking and will not
be automatically allocated or retroactively added. Guest’s selection of specific Credit must be made at the time of booking and an amendment fee of $50 AUD per booking will be charged for changes after the booking has been
confirmed. Deposits are required at the time of booking and full payment of the balance must be made by Friday, January 11, 2019. Offer applies to single, double, triple or quad package prices and Amount of Credit varies by
duration of package: maximum Credit of $500 AUD per adult ($1000 AUD per couple) is for qualifying packages of eight days or more. Credit can only be used towards the purchase of specified additional services offered by
Rocky Mountaineer and cannot be used against the price of the purchased package or to upgrade rail service or accommodation. Offer cannot be combined with any other offer, is not applicable to child prices, 2 or 3-day railonly bookings or group tour bookings, has no cash value, is non-transferable and cannot be deferred to a later trip. Offer is in AUD as a guideline only and may vary at the time of booking due exchange rate fluctuations. Offer is
capacity controlled and may be modified, withdrawn or amended without prior notice. Additional conditions apply. ** Based on 26 April 2019 departure in SilverLeaf. ***Based on 28 April 2019 departure in SilverLeaf. A4-AU-TA

For bookings & enquiries call 1300 859 861

www.rockymountaineer.com www.travelmegastore.com.au
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Places to spend a
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here is something magical about
experiencing a white Christmas for the
first time. And thinking about where
the snow falling is part of the planning fun!

Here are five places we recommend if you are looking for
a festive season that feels like the ones you read about in
picture books as a child.

LAPLAND - FINLAND
Northern Finland is a place where the Northern Lights
dance across the night sky and sleighs are the preferred
mode of transport. The natural beauty of this region will
astound you ... what else would you expect from Santa
Claus’ home?
If you want to visit Santa, head to the jolly fellow’s
Rovaniemi office (take bus number 8 from Rovaniemi city
centre) where he greets more than 300,000 visitors yearround - in-between supervising his busy toy workshop of
course. Rovaniemi is about a 1.5 hr flight from Helsinki
and lies on the edge of the Arctic Circle.
Perfect for the young and young at heart, this magical
part of the world is a must-see for anyone seeking the
ultimate white Christmas.

QUEBEC CITY – CANADA
Voted Canada’s favourite city in 2017, this charming
metropolis comes alive at Christmas with winter festivals
and events that transform the UNESCO-protected city
into the most perfect Christmas village.
Each year the square outside the historic Notre-Dame de
Québec Basilica-Cathedral (16 Rue De Buade), morphs
into a Christmas Market where you can purchase
handmade decorations, sip on warm spiced mulled wine
from the barrel, munch on hot roasted chestnuts and
sample the famous Quebec ‘taffy’ made from heated
maple syrup set in fresh snow.
Don’t miss Rue de Petit Champlain and it’s many
delightful boutique shops, cafes and art stores.
Skate on one of the outdoor rinks, or toboggan down
the slopes of Dufferin Terrace at the foot of Chateau
Frontenac - a family Christmas tradition for over 100
years and part of the annual Winter Festival.
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VAIL, COLORADO – USA

Located in the beautiful Colorado mountains, Vail is
the third largest ski mountain in North America and
the delightful village really knows how to turn on the
Christmas charm.
Snow-covered trees line the streets and historic lamp
posts light up cobblestone pathways throughout the
village. Alpine chalets are beautifully draped in pine
garlands and families skate on the open-air rinks, with
sleigh rides on offer everywhere.
Each night the town buzzes with Christmas parades and
family activities for all ages.
If you’re renting a villa or home, arrange ahead for a
beautifully decorated Christmas tree for your arrival.

VIENNA – AUSTRIA
Playing host to over 300 Christmas balls each year, many
of which are held in the palatial settings of grand hotel
ballrooms and opera houses across the city, Vienna puts
on a Christmas that would make even the Grinch himself
belt out a carol!
Christmas markets fill city squares and parks, with
concerts and carol singing a highlight of each evening.
Don’t miss an evening performance of the famous
Christmas ballet, The Nutcracker, at the majestic
State Opera House - one of Vienna’s best examples of
elaborate Renaissance Revival architecture.

TALLINN – ESTONIA
When you think of Christmas, Tallinn may not
immediately spring to mind.
But beside its countless old-world charms, Estonia’s
capital on the Baltic Sea is credited for one of the most
loved traditions of all – the Christmas tree.
First erected in Raekoja Plats in 1441, the tradition
continues today with a tree raising ceremony in the
centre of the heritage-listed Old Town, surrounded by
traditional wooden Christmas market huts as it was
centuries ago.
Throughout the Old Town you will enjoy classical music
events, jazz concerts and film screenings across this
Eastern European winter wonderland.

AUGUST 2018

LAPLAND, FINLAND
VAIL, COLORADO

VIENNA, AUSTRIA

TALLINN, ESTONIA

QUEBEC, CANADA

www.travelmegastore.com.au
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HOT

CHRISTMAS DEALS

1 Christmas in

2 Christmas

3 Canadian

New York

Market Tours

Christmas in New York City is
something to behold. With snow
falling, steam rising from the streets,
roasted chestnuts, skating in Central
Park, the Rockettes ... it is incredible!

Enbody the Christmas spirit as you
visit the fabulous Christmas Markets
in Frankfurt, Rothenburg, Würzburg,
Bamberg, Nürnberg, Innsbruck,
Salzburg & Munich

Enjoy a special Travelmarvel
Christmas package over
13 glorious days for a Christmas
you’ll never forget. Includes $1,200
air credit towards your flights!

INCLUDES:
• 5-day tour with Collette with

INCLUDES:
• Economy class flights from Perth

INCLUDES:
• $1,200 air credit per couple

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

accommodation and transport
Visit Greenwich Village
Explore Wall Street
Visit the 9/11 Memorial
See the Rockettes at Radio City
Music Hall
Visit the Statue of Liberty and
Ellis Island
Take in a Broadway show
All taxes and fees.

5-DAYS from $3,099pp*

FIND OUT MORE
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•
•
•
•

to Frankfurt, returning from
Munich (ask us about other
departure cities)
1-night accommodation in
Frankfurt
10-Day German & Austrian
Christmas Markets tour with
Albatross Tours
Private airport transfers
Airport taxes and fees.

10-DAYS from $5,329pp*

FIND OUT MORE

White Christmas

•
•
•
•
•
•

towards flights to Canada
13-day Travelmarvel tour
12-nights premium
accommodation
Pre-paid gratuities
Airport transfers
Christmas Day sleigh ride in the
Rocky Mountains
Butchart Gardens Christmas
light display.

13-DAYS from $4,599pp*

FIND OUT MORE
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HOT

PACKAGE DEALS

1 Two Cunard

3 The Regal

2 Quokkas &

Queens

Loire

Kiwis

Sail back-to-back onboard Queen
Victoria and Queen Elizabeth as
you enjoy a Baltic summer cruise a
with bonus London stay including a
Vintage London bus tour.

Cruise the coasts of Southern
Australia and New Zealand in style
with this fly/stay/cruise package from
Perth to Auckland over 16-nights
onboard Celebrity Solstice.

A Loire Valley River cruise is an
ideal way to explore France’s scenic
landscapes. Sail with CroisiEurope on
board the paddle-wheeler M.S. Loire
Princesse for a unique experience.

INCLUDES:
• Return flights to London
• 2-nights London with Vintage

INCLUDES:
• Flights to Perth, returning from

INCLUDES:
• Return flights to Paris
• 2-nights accommodation in Paris
• Dinner Cruise: Bateaux Parisians
• 7-night Loire Valley River cruise
• All meals, drinks, shore

•
•
•
•
•

London bus tour
14-night Baltic cruise onboard
Queen Victoria
14-night Iceland cruise onboard
Queen Elizabeth
All meals and entertainment
Private car transfers throughout
All port charges, taxes, gratuities
onboard and airline taxes.

30-DAYS from $9,499pp*

FIND OUT MORE

•
•
•
•
•
•

Auckland
2-nights accommodation in Perth
Discover Rottnest full day tour
16-night cruise onboard
Celebrity Solstice
Includes all meals and
entertainment onboard
Private car transfers throughout
Port charges, gratuities and
airline taxes.

18-DAYS from $3,699pp*

FIND OUT MORE

•
•
•
•

excursions and Wi-Fi
Return flight Paris to Nantes
1-night accommodation in Paris
Private car transfers throughout
Port charges, gratuities & airline
taxes

10-DAYS from $7,139pp*

FIND OUT MORE
www.travelmegastore.com.au
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Get ready for

#CHOOSE

CRUISE
MONTH
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N

ext month’s edition of
the Travel Megastore
Magazine will showcase all
things cruise as we prepare for
#ChooseCruise month!
With the major cruise lines offering
their best deals for the summer and
earlybird offers for next season, we’ll
bring you all the bargains in one
place.
Whether you’re looking for a family
holiday, luxury cruise, megaliner or
majestic river ship, we’ll have them
all.
And to help you make the right
choice from all the options available,
we’ll have the very latest updates
about new voyages coming in 2019
and beyond, new ships coming into
service and the best value holiday
packages.
This is a fabulous time of year for
cruise-lovers and there’s no doubt
we are.
More than 1.3 million Australians
went on a cruise last year - that’s
almost 1 in 18 of us which makes

Aussies the most adoring cruise fans
in the world per capita.
And with most of us cruising the
South Pacific, we’ll take a deep dive
on that part of the world.
Look out for the next Travel
Megastore Magazine and get your
deck shoes ready for #choosecruise
month!
www.travelmegastore.com.au
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Let our

TRAVEL
SOLUTIONS
SPECIALISTS
plan your next holiday...

Call 1300 859 861 or visit
www.travelmegastore.com.au
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